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Design Tree Maintenance & Landscaping Inc. 

Robert L. Kett, Certified Arborist 
                        22202 N. 19th Ave., Suite B 

                                                  Phoenix, AZ  85027 
Main Office: (623)581-8873     Fax: (623) 587-9854    

 

 VENDOR OVERVIEW
 

                  Office Hours 8:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. Monday thru Saturday 
 

In a continuing attempt to improve communications with our valued clients, we have created this 
packet to familiarize our clients with our services and the policies under which we operate.  The 
following is an overview of the contents of this packet: 
 
 

 Vendor Overview 
 Service Overview 
 Hazard Communication Overview 
 References 
 Insurance Certificate – Available Upon Request 
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SERVICE OVERVIEW 
 

LET OUR PROFFESIONALS HANDLE ALL OF YOUR TREE 
AND LANDSCAPING NEEDS 

 
MISSION STATEMENT:  With the highest degree of pride, honesty and integrity, we 
the members of Design Tree Maintenance & Landscaping Inc. are dedicated to providing value 
and solutions for our client’s complete HOA and commercial property needs.  Through team 
work and dedication we will uphold our commitment to quality and service, thereby maximizing 
customer satisfaction. 
       
We would like to this opportunity to introduce ourselves.  We are a full service tree & landscape 
company, fully insured, with staff certified arborists to keep our customer’s minds at ease.    
 
Robert L. Kett is a native of the valley, has been in the industry over 15 years and has built a 
business that has serviced the entire valley going on 10 years.   Design Tree Maintenance & 
Landscaping Inc. would be delighted to be present at your next Board of Directors meeting to do 
a presentation. 
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TREE CARE 
We specialize in large tree removals, proper pruning standards, storm damaged trees, deep root 
fertilization and micro-injections.  In doing so, we have developed a top quality reputation, and 
customer service based corporation.  
 
Our company has invested countless hours and capital to educate our arborists to properly 
diagnose, treat, prune and maintain the health of your trees.  We have also taken time to properly 
train and continue to educate each of our crews to safely and precisely perform the necessary 
practices required.   
 
 
 
 

 
 

LANDSCAPE MAINTENANCE 
Our insured and fully trained maintenance professional’s unparalleled attention to detail will 
insure your greatest satisfaction. We offer full landscape maintenance & design to home owner 
associations, commercial and residential properties with our fleet of trucks so that you can enjoy 
your outdoor environment to the fullest.   
 
Our scope of work entails but is not limited to:  weed control, blowing/raking, maintaining your 
irrigation system, lawn maintenance, fertilization (winter lawn), plant replacement, pruning, 
edging and trimming to name just a few of our services available to you. 
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Design Tree Maintenance & Landscaping Inc. is fully insured with workman’s compensation 
and liability insurance.  Our valley wide reputation and Better Business Bureau rating is a cut 
above the competition.   
 
     

• Certified Arborist 
• Sick Tree Specialists 
• Removals & Hauling 
• Stump Grinding 
• Bio-Organic Fertilization Specialist 
• Yard Clean-up  
• Sprinkler Diagnosis & Repair 
• Proper Recommended Pruning 
• Precision Take-Down Of Any Tree 
• Tree Diagnostics 
• Storm-Damaged Trees 
 

 
We look forward to meeting with you and developing a professional, long term relationship to be 
your permanent tree and landscape maintenance specialist.   
 
 
 
Sincerely Yours, 
 
 
 
Robert L. Kett 
Owner 
Design Tree Maintenance & Landscaping Inc. 
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HAZARD COMMUNICATION 
OVERVIEW 

 
    IDENTIFY THE HAZARD 

8 REASONS WHY TREES DIE 
 

1. Accidents.   Automobiles, storms and even lawn mowers can cause bark damage and wounds on trees. 
One can avoid tree wounding by planting them in sheltered locations or by providing some sort of 

 barrier.  Be very careful while using lawn mowers and weed trimmers, as careless use can damage the 
 roots and bark of even large trees.  Check for any damage incurred during heavy storms, and treat it 
 promptly.  Remember, the integrity and stability of a tree changes over time. 
 

2. Too Much Herbicide.  When used properly, chemicals can benefit trees and their growth.  Improperly 
used, herbicides can interact with the roots and damage the tree health.  Make sure the instructions for  
application are carefully followed.  Seek professional help whenever you are not sure. 

 
3. Soil Compaction.  This is a slow tree damaging process, often with few or no signs of the cause.  In  

compacted soil, pore space has been reduced and roots do not get enough oxygen.  Often the tree slowly 
declines and dies.  Soil compaction can be avoided by aerating the soil, by mulching and by preventing 
soil disruption around trees on construction sites. 

 
4. Bad Planting.  Planting is one of the most important processes to ensure the tree’s health and longevity.      

Make sure the planting hole is two or three times wider but no deeper than the trees root ball.  Plant  
trees promptly and make sure they get adequate water so that the roots do not dry. 

 
5. Watering.  Both over-and under-watering can be harmful for trees.  Watering is critical for all the trees 

in dry spells as well as young or newly transplanted trees.  Monitoring the soil moisture is one of the best 
way’s of making sure that adequate water is provided. 
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6. Location, Location, Location.  Trees need proper sunlight and should be appropriate for climatic  
conditions or plant hardiness zones of the area.  Visualize the actual height the tree could reach and  
make sure there are no power lines in its path and the tree is a good distance from the house, other  
structures and other plants. 

 
7. Painting Tree Wounds and Filling Cavities with Concrete.  Paint on tree wounds will 

actually trap moisture in the wood, increasing the chance of decay.   If you want to paint wound for 
cosmetic reason, Use a very thin coating of wood dressing.  Trunk cavities filled with cement make the tree 
usually rigid, which can restrict the tree’s movement in high winds and leave the upper portion of the 
canopy to bear the brunt of the force. 
 

8. Proper Pruning.  Pruning should follow standards established by the American National Standards 
Institute.  Proper pruning is a tree health treatment, but one of the most neglected tree care practices. 
 

 Crown Cleaning-shall consist of the selective removal of one or more of the 
following items:  dead, dying or diseased branches, weak branches, and water sprouts 

 
 Crown Thinning-shall consist of the selective removal of branches to increase light 

penetration, air movement, and reduce weight. 
 

 Crown Raising-shall consist of the removal of the lower branches of a tree to provide 
clearance. 

 
 Crown Reduction-decreases the height and/or spread of a tree.  Consideration 

should be given to the ability of a species to sustain this type of pruning. 
 

 Crown Restoration-pruning should improve the structure, form, and appearance of 
trees, which have been severely headed/topped, vandalized, or storm damaged. 

 
 

Have a professional evaluate your trees.  This will help determine potential weaknesses and dangers.  Ask the 
tree caretaker to look for stress cracks, weak branches, and other subtle indications of potential hazards.   
 
Check the tree for dead or partially attached limbs hung up in the higher branches that could fall and cause damage 
or injury during a storm.  Last but certainly not least—your trees must be fed properly.  Have them fed on a  
Quarterly basis for the best results. 
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TREE CONCERNS 
 

TREE TOPPING – NEVER!? 
 
Topping, also called “heading Back” or “Hat-racking” , to save money – accepting a low bid in the absence of 
refers to the removal of major portions of a tree’s crown clear specifications. 
by cutting branches indiscriminately.  Topping severely 
injures trees sometimes kills them outright.  However, Correctly pruned trees are not often apparent to the  
a small amount of CROWN REDUCTION may be  untrained eye, whereas “topped” trees are very  
accomplished healthfully on a limited basis only.  apparent.  The examples of quality tree care  
Why would a tree owner ask to have a tree topped?  frequently go unnoticed while the mutilated victims 
There seems to be two main reasons:  1. Concern for  of topping serve as the standard for tree care. 
Safety-possibility of blow down, etc. 2. Misguided   
intent       Topping destroys the natural form of a tree.  It  
       stimulates excessive, undesirable growth and quickly  
       defeats the original purpose of pruning.  Restorative 
       pruning over time can slowly bring back the natural 
       shape after a tree has been topped.  A tree’s life is  
       sharply reduced by topping and the resulting decay  
       weakens the limbs and trunk  
 
 
ALL TREE CARE WILL BE PERFORMED 
ACCORDING TO THE STANDARDS OF THE  

National Arborist Association 
 
 

Pruning will be performed by a Tree Specialists who, through related  
training and on the job experience, are familiar with the techniques 
and hazards of tree care.  The use of climbing spurs is not approved  
in pruning operation on live trees. 

 
 DEFINITION: Pruning is the process of removing dead, diseased, conflicting, 
   touching, and objectionable branches of a tree or shrub.  This  
   improves the plant’s health, increases production of flowers or fruit, 
   and directs growth and enhances appearance.  The natural form will  

  be preserved at all times except for special situations. 
 

Mauget Tree Injection – A SUPER CHARGER 
 
With the ever increasing concern for our environment, controlling tree insects, diseases, and health can be a major 
challenge.  Traditional methods of applying chemicals or fertilizers may be unacceptable or inefficient in sensitive 
locations.  As a result of this, the use of Mauget-Injection products is growing every day. 
 
Mauget Micro-Injection tree capsules are used to inject liquid into a tree’s sap system.  The method bypasses the 
roots and provides immediate help for the nutritionally starved trees.  Vigor is promptly restored.  As for effective 
insect control, the process utilizes a completely closed system thus eliminating the drift hazard of spraying.  When 
the Mauget products are used properly and in the proper application, they can be a very effective tree health 
management tool.  In many cases, it’s the only method for keeping a tree healthy and alive.   
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Trees Need Our Help Year Round! 
 

In Arizona Summer, Fall and Spring are the times when we naturally turn to the outdoors to enjoy nature.  It’s also a 
time when, homeowners are involved in outdoor projects like gardening and landscaping.  While hunched over 
annuals or pushing the mower, it is easy to overlook the trees in the yard.  The most common misconception is that 
trees take care of themselves.  The truth is that most trees in yards across America are growing in somewhat 
unnatural environments, and could use our help to survive and flourish.  The National Arborist Association 
identifies the following practices for optimal tree health. 
 
Fertilization:  Just because you fertilize your yard does not mean you fertilized your trees.  When trees require 
extra nutrition, they should be fertilized in specific ways to assure they receive the maximum benefit from the 
treatment.  Over Fertilization can create tree health problems, so the need for fertilization should be determined by 
the measuring of annual growth, checking visual symptoms and chemically analyzing the soil or tree leaves.  Timing 
of fertilization is important in some cases to avoid a late flush of growth.  However, most professionals who 
understand tree health suggest quarterly feeding of vitamins and minerals for optimum root growth and health.
 
Watering:   Once established, trees generally don’t need regular watering.  However, they may need extra water 
in long dry spells.  Be careful-too much water can be just as harmful as not enough. 
 
Pruning:  Trees are pruned for various reasons, but in most cases, proper pruning is a tree health treatment.  
Removing dead or dying branches discourages the spread of decay or insect infestations and removes safety hazards 
while improving the tree’s appearance.  Proper pruning can also help prevent storm damage.  By contrast, topping 
and lion’s tailing, while sometimes touted as ways to “make trees safe,” instead cause severe and permanent damage 
to the tree. 
 
Mulching: A two to four inch layer over the tree’s root system has many benefits.  It protects the base of the tree 
from mower damage and reduces competition with turf or weeds.  Mulch tends to stabilize soil temperatures and 
increase the soil’s water-holding capacity, which translates into less watering.  Finally, mulch can increase soil 
microbial activity and loosen the soil, which can reduce the need for aeration and fertilization.  In short, mulch 
emulates the trees natural habitat.  Mulch can be applied any time of the year.  Get rid of weeds and turf before you 
apply the mulch, and make sure the mulch doesn’t touch the trunk of the tree; otherwise it creates a favorable 
environment for harmful insects and disease.  Avoid over-mulching, because excessive mulch can smother the tree’s 
root system. 
 
Check Your Tree:  You may be able to carry out some tree maintenance yourself, especially for small trees, but 
it is best to have a professional evaluate their needs first.  Remember, a tree is a living thing, and its health and 
stability changes over time. 
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For Immediate Release From: 
 

National Arborist Association 
 

Practice preventive maintenance for your trees 
 

Why do people dress warmly, try to eat right, get plenty of rest and take Vitamin C during the cold and flu season?   
The answer, of course, is to prevent illness.  The axiom of preventative maintenance-whether it’s for your body of 
your car-is that it is less costly to prevent a problem than it is to get rid of it after it occurs.  An as intelligent and 
cost-conscious consumer, you seek to prevent problems.  Could this same practice be applied to your trees?  Of 
course.  The concept of tree health management focuses on prevention:  Keeping the tree healthy and changing the 
environmental conditions that predispose a plant to a particular problem. 
 
In just about every tree disorder, problems caused by insects or disease, there are a variety of factors that come into 
play.  Tree disorders always involve interplay of the environment, the tree and pest-the tree disorder triangle.  All 
three components of the triangle must come together for the disease to occur, so in order to prevent disorders, you 
only need to control one side of the triangle. 
 
You can attack the triangle by altering the environment.  Don’t put a plant into an environment that is conductive to 
the development of certain problems.   
 
What are some of the environmental factors that a tree health professional may seek to control plant health?  
Nutrient imbalances, moisture extremes (i.e., too much or too little), over mulching, winter injury, disruptions to the 
root system and physical injury are some of the more common ones. 
 
Many tree problems are associated with the root system, but eventually show up on the above ground portion of the 
plant.  You may see dead branches, small or discolored leaves, or stunted growth when the real problem is with the 
root system.  Root-related disorders can be hard to treat, and they only get harder with time.  That’s why the best 
time to stop a disorder is in the beginning, often long before its effects are apparent to anyone.  One of the best ways 
to protect your trees is to have them fed quarterly.  This builds strong root systems. 
 
Physical injury is another area that causes fundamental problems.  The only way for food to get from the leaves to 
the roots is via a thin layer of living tissue just under the tree’s bark.  If that living connection from the leaves to the 
stem to the roots is severed or meets a piece of wire or rubber hose, the connection is broken.  With a diminished 
ability to feed itself and stay healthy, the tree can succumb to all sorts of pests. 
 
Trees generally don’t die overnight.  The truth is that they decline for years, but it takes a practiced eye to spot the 
early signs of that decline. 
 
Below are some of the early warning signs that should prompt you to call your local Design Tree Maintenance: 
 

• Shortened annual twig growth 
• Sparse, undersized, distorted foliage 
• Browning leaf margins or premature autumn color 
• Unusually heavy seed production 
• Progressive branch production 

 
Finally, the tree’s branching habits, size and shape can be clear signs of its potential for failure.  Reading these signs 
in the winter with the leaves gone can allow the arborist to take corrective measures that will prevent tree injury. 
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Identify The Hazard 
        
      Valuable Information for  
  Arborists/Trimmers or Clients 
 
 
 
Every year accidents occur during hazardous tree removals.   
Usually the hazard was not identified beforehand.  Don’t  
assume that your Crew Leader, Supervisor or Salesperson has 
already identified all the hazards at the job site. 
 
Start with a ROOT INSPECTION, look for: 
 
FUNGAL STRUCTURES, such as conks on the root flares or in the soil around the root crown.  This may indicate 
a root decay, wood rot, or a vascular fungus problem.  Signs of AMILLARIA ROOT ROT, such as a live or dead 
fan-shaped mushrooms around the root crown, and shoestring-like fungal mats between the bark and sapwood of 
roots and root flares. 
 
CUT ROOTS.  Look for signs of construction activity, such as trenching for underground utility service installation 
or excavation of roots for a new sidewalk. 
 
GROUND HEAVING, identified as an uplifting of the soil near the trunk. The trunk has slowly started to fall over 
due to root rot, construction damage, or other reasons. 
 
Observe the TRUNK.  Look for:  DEADWOOD OR SAPWOOD DECAYS, identified by peeling bark or conks.  
The tree, or part of it, has died and fungi are decomposing the tree. 
 
CRACKS, indicating structural deficiencies in the tree. 
 
CALLUS RIDGES, a recurring frost crack causes the tree to continually cover the crack with wound wood.  A 
vertical ridge is created. 
 
CANKERS, caused by various fungi, weaken the structure on the tree. 
 
CAVITIES in the tree indicate that a heart rot is decomposing the heartwood. 
 
Observe the OVERALL TREE.  Look for: 
 
UNEVEN WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION in the canopy.  This may be caused by past storm damage, improper 
pruning, or competition for space and light. 
 
A LEANING TRUNK can be caused by various problems, and may indicate that the tree is slowly “falling”. 
 
Take all the possible hazards into account.  If you identify hazards that were not previously known, tell your 
Supervisor or Crew Leader.  Hazardous trees require special techniques to ensure a safe removal. 
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National Arborist Association 
 

Have you dressed up your tree for that storm? 
 
 It is that time of the year when storms in all shapes and forms are ready to create havoc throughout the 
country.  A big loss is of the tree itself, which was the pride of your garden.  The greatest dangers posed by storms 
are due to trees.  Unsafe trees are a threat to lives and property. 
 
 Preparing trees for these natural disasters is a must and should be done well in advance of the stormy 
season.  To help ease these dangers, have a professional arborist evaluate your trees.  Doing this will help you 
determine potential weaknesses and dangers. 
 
 Over the years, growing trees will “catch” more wind and become heavier, so they are prone to increased 
mechanical stresses, thus increasing the chances of failure.  Large trees will also affect an increased area should they 
or their limbs fall.  This means that power lines, homes and other structures that might not have been threatened a 
few years ago, might suddenly be under threat by a tree that has grown. 
 
What can you do? 

 Consult a Tree Care Professional:  Ask the arborist to evaluate the problems you have found and                                
prioritize treatment.  You should also ask the certified tree caretaker to look for signs of potential 
hazards, such as stress cracks, weak branches and other subtle or hidden indicators of potential 
hazards. 

Look at your trees for the following warning signs: 
 Wires in contact with tree branches.  Trees may become energized when they are in contact with 

electric wires. 
 Dead or partially attached limbs hung up in the higher branches that could fall and cause damage or 

injury. 
 Cracked stems and branch forks that could cause catastrophic failure of a tree section.  Hollow or 

decayed areas on the truck or main limbs, or mushrooms growing from the bark that indicate a decayed 
and weakened stem. 

 Peeling bark or gaping wounds in the trunk, also indicates structural weaknesses. 
 Fallen or uprooted trees putting pressure on other trees beneath them. 
 Tight V-shaped forks which are much more prone to failure than open U-shaped ones. 
 Heaving soil at the tree base, is a potential indicator of an unsound root system. 

 
Remember, too, that a tree is a living thing, and it’s integrity and stability changes over time, so don’t 

assume that a tree that has survived 10 severe storms will not necessarily survive an eleventh storm. 
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Is your tree trying to tell you something? 
 

“Even though trees can’t talk, they can tell you a lot.  Spring and early Summer are especially good times to ‘read 
your trees.’  Here are some characteristics you’ll want to look for: 
 
Color of the leaves 

• Off color leaves may be an indication of a nutrient deficiency in the soil, or they may be a sign 
that, for some reason, the tree’s root system is incapable of extracting the necessary nutrients, even 
though the nutrients are present.  For instance, iron chlorosis causes progressive yellowing.  
Nitrogen deficiency also causes yellowing, but affects the oldest leaves the most. 

• Certain trees are susceptible to diseases that cause a distinctive change of leaf color. 
• Premature fall coloration during the summer is generally an indication of a problem below ground 

that is creating stress conditions of the tree. 
 

 
Misshapen leaves 

• An upward curling of the leaf margin-kind of cupping effect-is the classic symptom of damage 
from herbicides.  Has your lawn, or neighbors, been sprayed for weeds recently. 

• Distorted leaves may be evidence of sucking insect damage, or the presence of a diseased 
organism. 

 
Thinness of the canopy 

• Typically, when the uppermost part of the tree’s canopy begins to thin, the condition is 
characterized as decline.  However, decline can have several causes, sometimes acting in 
combination, that are treatable. 

• Does your tree look like a telephone pole-that is straight-where it enters the ground, or does it have 
a natural root flair?  The combination of thin crown and telephone pole appearance usually 
indicate that the tree’s roots have been covered with fill.  Have a professional evaluate the tree’s 
chances and prescribe treatment. 

• The combination of thin crown and flat trunk on one side are the symptoms of a root that is 
literally strangling the tree. 

 
No leaves or losing leaves 

• If your favorite tree has failed to produce leaves this season, you have reason to be concerned,    
especially if you have other trees of the same species in your yard.  Sometimes, quick action is 
required to keep a serious problem from spreading. 

• If your tree loses all or most of its leaves during the growing season, again, sound the alarms!  
This may be a sign of a very serious disease or a leaf-eating insect.  Either way, trees cannon 
survive for long if they are repeatedly defoliated. 

 
If you are unsure about your tree’s health, consult a professional who will identify and remove hazards as 

well as treat the causes of tree health problems.  
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8 QUESTIONS TO ASK YOUR TREE SERVICE COMPANY 
 

1.  Does your tree company have Certified Arborist? 
 
2.  Is your tree service part of a reputable institution such as the I.S.A.? 
 
3.  Ask your tree service why they should not top trees! 
 
4.  Has your company been in business for at least 11 years? 
 
5.  Does your company carry liability and workers compensation insurance?  If so, is it current??      
     (workers comp is regulated by federal law for your safety) 
 
6.  Does your tree company use Safety equipment?  Example:  Hard hats, steel toes shoes and  
     safety glasses 
 
7.  Have you checked if they are members of the Better Business Bureau (B.B.B.)? 
 
8.  Is your tree service company willing to answer questions? 
 

REFERENCE LIST 
 

Ed Gunderson      Peter Draksin  
Sweet 16 HOA     Grand Canyon University 
18048 N. Desert Glen Drive    3300 W. Camelback 
Sun City, AZ 85373     Phoenix, AZ 85017 
623-546-5571      602-589-2833 
        
Bruce Feicht      Greg Simsar 
Casa Serena & Villa San Marcos HOA            Sunset North HOA 
8732 E. Via De McCormick    621 W. Gibraltor Lane 
480-946-6674      Phoenix, AZ 85023 
       602-616-8542 
Pat Gonzales – Maintenance Supervisor   
Peoria Unified School District   Wanda O’Malley 
11200 N. 83rd Avenue     Coyote View Plaza 
Peoria, AZ 85345     8535 E. Hartford Drive 
623-486-6375      Scottsdale, AZ 85255 
       480-778-1751 
 
George Wadding, President    Charles Pilon 
Biltmore Estates HOA                                     Paseo Hermosa H.O.A                                      
11402 N. 30th Avenue     205 E. Echo Lane 
Phoenix, AZ 85029     Phoenix, AZ 85020    
602-942-1619      602-944-7476 
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